
IN SEARCH OF BERNARDO DADDI AND CIVIC FLORENCE
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“Who?”, you may ask... The Florentine painter Bernardo Daddi is little known today beyond experts 
in Florentine fourteenth-century art.  Bernardo may have been born sometime in the 1280s;  having 
learned his craft and art probably under Giotto, or in “the school of Giotto”, he worked over the 
years about 1312/1320 to 1348, although his first dated work is of 1328; he almost certainly died in the 
catastrophic Black Plague of 1348.  He flourished in the relatively forgotten valley overshadowed by 
the Florentine artistic heights of Giotto before and the early Renaissance masters later.1  

Yet in his day Bernardo Daddi, Bernardo of Florence (Bernardus de Florentia)2, ran perhaps the city’s 
largest, most prolific and influential workshop. It was Bernardo who, having been inscribed in 1319/20 
into the major guild of which painters were members, that of the doctors and apothecaries, was 
honoured by the commission to paint an altarpiece for his guild’s headquarters in 1333 -- this, in the 
lifetime still of Giotto himself, and in preference to such of Giotto’s closest followers and Bernardo’s 
peers as Taddeo Gaddi and Maso di Banco. The panel pairs on either side of the guild’s own patron, 
the Madonna, Saint John the Baptist, the Florentine civic saint par excellence, with the patron saint of 
Florentine painters, Saint Luke (by legend portraitist of the Madonna as well as a medical doctor, 
medicus as he is labelled).3   

Almost every one of the great civic and religious monuments of Florence featured an important 
painting by Bernardo, to say nothing about smaller venues and familial patronage. But over the 
centuries many of his paintings were replaced, larger ones dismembered, moved or sold off, swept 
aside by newer artistic currents.  Some happily survived vicissitudes more or less intact in public 
museums; numerous fragments and devotional panels or triptychs for personal or family use survive 
scattered in collections around the world.  A very few remain in the spaces for which they were 
made, all in Florence.  

What has not been remarked upon even by experts, however (so far as I know), is that Bernardo 
seems to have been the painter most in demand by the Florentine civic leadership, most able in their 
eyes to represent the beliefs and ideals they wanted to see and set before their fellow citizens. To 
seek out Bernardo Daddi today is to encounter Florence and Florentine pride in its fourteenth 
century piety and pomp, albeit with some effort of the imagination.  Bernardo’s paintings for the 
popular public oratory of Orsanmichele, for the open audience hall of the Misericordia confraternity, 
and for the high altar of the beloved Florence cathedral, must have been among the most seen and 
best known public artworks in the city.  Fortunately, Bernardo Daddi’s civic art -- art which was, in 
his day, of an intertwined religious and secular nature -- may be found and understood “dov’era, 
com’era” (to crib a phrase) in Florentine spaces and places which still today are amongst the most 
evocative of the vibrant late medieval and early renaissance city.  

                                                                       ✠ 
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Begin with Orsanmichele: always a great beginning in Florence, of course, with its stalwart, eloquent 
block standing proudly at what is in many ways the civic centre of Florence, midway -- geographically, 
intellectually and spiritually, even functionally -- between city cathedral and city hall. During its 
remarkable, unique history, Orsanmichele served, mostly simultaneously, as a popular shrine of mass 
devotion, a public granary (until 1357), a consecrated oratory for the lay religious confraternity of the 
Madonna of Orsanmichele, centre for the confraternity’s alms (effectively social welfare encouraged 
and increasingly overseen by the commune), as well as a focal point for major and minor guilds 
celebrating themselves, their religious devotions, Florentine pride and Florence’s distinctive political 
regime of guild republicanism.  Orsanmichele’s concentration of artworks proclaimed and celebrated 
all that: its renowned parade of revolutionary renaissance sculptures by Ghiberti, Donatello and their 
like punctuating the exterior walls, its interior frescoes, stained glass designed by Lorenzo Ghiberti, 
and its dominating, stunningly rich and overwhelmingly detailed marble tabernacle by Andrea 
Orcagna. We can still see and read all this in Orsanmichele today.4

The very heart of it all is a majestic, lovely painting 
by Bernardo Daddi: the miraculous Virgin and 
Child, Madonna of Orsanmichele.  We see it 
framed within Orcagna’s giant marble tabernacle 
which was made to enclose this one painting.  The 
tabernacle’s subtly carved “curtains” are held open 
by angels accompanying Bernardo’s painted angels 
adoring the Madonna, as she holds her sacred 
Child who childishly caresses her cheek while 
holding in one hand a goldfinch, symbol of his 
future crucifixion but also a common house pet.
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In fact, made in 1347, this is the third painting of the Madonna at Orsanmichele.  Each replaced its 
predecessor with no loss of the popular veneration beginning about 1292, as recounted by the 
contemporary historian Villani, that -- together with the popular functions of public granary and 
charity -- occasioned the transformation and multiple purposes of Orsanmichele. Bernardo’s 
Madonna is still there, still in its original location, with little change in its immediate surroundings, 
touristed but not museummified.  And we see it today to advantage, cleaned and lit beautifully, 
astonishingly vibrant in its lasting colours, more visible to us than to Bernardo’s own contemporaries 
when it was commonly veiled in reverence and for protection.

Though far less known, less an international symbol of Florence than Brunelleschi’s overshadowing 
cupola, Arnolfo’s towering Palazzo della Signoria (Palazzo Vecchio), Michelangelo’s David, or the 
picturesque Ponte Vecchio, nevertheless Bernardo’s Orsanmichele Madonna has a claim to being 
emblematic of civic Florence in its heyday.  Not simply for its purely artistic qualities, beautiful and 
moving as it is.  Rather, set at the very centre of Orsanmichele, it embodies Florentine popular 
devotion -- “for the health of our souls”, as the city priors declared in 13485  -- and evokes the 
intermingled civic, commercial, secular and religious ideals of Florence’s late medieval and early 
renaissance years.  
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From early on, Orsanmichele was a city-wide project. The confraternity of the Madonna of 
Orsanmichele was very large, numbering in the 1320s (according to John Henderson) “as many as 
two or three thousand” members from across Florence and its district; by contrast, most 
confraternities were much more local, and “rarely had more than a hundred members”.  A 1318 
statute granting privileges proclaimed that “in this company are nearly all the worthy men of the city 
and district of Florence”.6  The quasi-public, social welfare functions of Orsanmichele involved, in just 
the first six months of 1357 for instance, alms which helped support as much as ten percent of the 
city’s population. 7 

But the grain stored at Orsanmichele was communal grain, and the decision in 1336 to rebuild the 
original oratory as the magnificent structure we see today was taken by the republic, “to the honour, 
decoration and embellishment of the...city”.  The foundations were laid in 1339, as Henderson writes, 
“at a truly civic ceremony, which Villani records ‘was done with great solemnity by the Podestà [the 
chief magistrate and judge] and all the orders of the Lords of Florence’ [the republic’s governors].” 8

At about the same time, “We learn from a petition of the silk guild...that each of the twelve major 
guilds, with the Parte Guelfa [the elite political organization of Florence], was to be allocated a 
pilaster on the exterior of the ground floor of the palace.  Each niche was to be used as the site for a 
tabernacle to house a painted or sculpted figure or image of the guild’s patron saint.  On the feast-
day of each guild, the consuls and members were to process to Orsanmichele where they would offer 
candles to their patron saint [candles sold to the guilds by the confraternity at a profit]....[T]he law of 
1339 meant that the leading secular corporations in the city -- from the commune, guilds, and Parte 
Guelfa -- had made a public statement of their support of the decorative program of Orsanmichele’s 
exterior tabernacles”.9

Then, in 1344, just a few years before Bernardo painted his Madonna, Orsanmichele was chosen as 
the site to honour Saint Anne, who was held to have restored Florentine liberty upon the expulsion 
of a usurping tyrant (the titular Duke of Athens) on her day in 1343. Orsanmichele became even more 
representative of the whole city: annually thereafter, the festive day of Saint Anne brought together 
at Orsanmichele the city priors, magistrates, and guild officials to celebrate Florentine republican 
liberty and parade the civic leaders sworn to protect it. 10   From 1348, in the immediate aftermath of 
the Black Plague which killed so many, including Bernardo himself, but brought the lay confraternity 
of Orsanmichele hugely increased wealth from bequests, the governors of Florence took further steps 
in a gradual increase of their influence over Orsanmichele for communal purposes, so that “it 
becomes increasingly difficult to separate the policy of the captains [of the confraternity] from that of 
the priors [executive council], especially as the personnel who directed organizations such as 
Orsanmichele also held leading offices in executive and legislative bodies of the republic”.11

Thus, in the very times that Bernardo Daddi painted its emblematic Madonna, the guild, civic, 
republican nature of Orsanmichele gradually overshadowed its confraternity -- but its Madonna 
remained just as much the heart of civic Orsanmichele.  In 1365 the Madonna of Orsanmichele was 
officially “adopted by the Republic as special advocate by the voice of all the people assembled in the 
Piazza [della Signoria]... at the ringing of the great bell”.12  In the words of the prominent Florentine 
merchant, diarist, historian and high civic officeholder Gregorio Dati -- a Prior of the Signoria in 1425, 
‘Gonfaloniere di Giustizia’ in 1429, “Near the palace ...of the Signori, ...there is an oratory of 
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marvellous beauty... In this oratory there is a chapel all decorated with marble in which there is the 
image of Our Lady, to which the people have the greatest devotion, so that seeking throughout the 
world one would not find an equal to her”.13  Dati’s younger contemporary, the Dominican friar and 
historian Domenico Carella wrote (in verse) of Orsanmichele that “It looks splendid from every side 
you like,/ Having statues and saints outside,/ Yet inside seems far more beautiful,/ Where the image 
of God’s Holy Mother gleams”.14

So those famous renaissance statues of guild patron saints, by Ghiberti , Donatello, Brunelleschi (it 
seems), which march around Orsanmichele in their great niches evoking Florence’s heroic civic ideals 
and commercial vigour -- as the Florentine elites wished to see themselves -- also stand guard for 
their Madonna painted by Bernardo Daddi.  

                                                                         ✠

Another work by Bernardo held a place of honour in the nearby city hall itself, the Palazzo della 
Signoria, now Palazzo Vecchio, the supreme focus of civic, republican Florence for centuries.  The 
Signoria (literally “Lordship”) was the highest institution of Florentine civic leadership, made up of 
eight Priors of the Guilds (arti) and the Gonfaloniere di Giustizia (Justice, gonfaloniere meaning 
literally flag-bearer).15  

As Nicolai Rubinstein explains16, Bernardo Daddi painted in 1335 the altarpiece for the chapel of the 
Signoria’s audience chamber at the centre of civic power, dedicated to Saint Bernard of Clairvaux.  
The chapel’s dedication may have derived from the close association of a local abbey of the 
Cistercians, Saint Bernard’s order, with the Palazzo as guardians of its arsenal stores (the camera delle 
arme); or more generally from Bernard’s “reputation as a peacemaker...at a time of endemic civic 
unrest”.  Bernard was by extension patron saint of the entire palazzo, and  in turn a civic saint by 
association with the Signoria.  Surely Bernardo Daddi took some special satisfaction from the 
commission to paint an altarpiece not only of such importance, for Florence’s supreme civic authority, 
but also dedicated to his own namesake saint.  Unfortunately, Bernardo’s altarpiece for the Signoria’s 
chapel is one of those that has disappeared with time: the Palazzo della Signoria and the chapel are 
wonderfully there, albeit somewhat remodeled over time, but Bernardo’s Saint Bernard altarpiece 
can be only a ghostly presence.

                                                                          ✠

At the other pole of Florence’s processional route, up the Via Calzaiuoli, was and is the city’s religious 
centre with its cathedral and the beloved baptistery church of Saint John, San Giovanni, the patron 
saint of Florence.  The baptistery was believed to have been originally a Roman monument dedicated 
to Mars but converted to Christianity like the Pantheon in Rome, hence a pre-eminent symbol of the 
myth of Florence as divinely favoured “daughter of Rome”.17  At the corner of Via Calzaiuoli and the 
Piazza San Giovanni stands the little loggia and original headquarters of another Florentine lay 
confraternity prominent in fourteenth century Florence, the Misericordia (literally “mercy”), now the 
Museo del Bigallo.18
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The Misericordia is the most famous 
Florentine confraternity.  More than seven 
hundred years after its foundation it is active 
today as a volunteer service operating the 
city’s ambulances, with headquarters just 
across Via Calzaiuoli (distinguished by 
Misericordia emergency vehicles parked 
outside).19  The original Misericordia building 
was inherited -- or taken over -- by yet 
another influential confraternity, in the 
aftermath of a temporary amalgamation with 
the Misericordia in the fifteenth century: the 
Bigallo (properly the Compagnia Maggiore 
della Vergine Maria, referred to as the Bigallo 
from the locale of one of the first small 
hospices or hospitals that it operated).20  

In the fourteenth century, the Misericordia was one of Florence’s three main charitable 
confraternities, with Orsanmichele (much the largest and wealthiest) and the Bigallo.  All three were 
founded in the early or mid-thirteenth century, amongst the earliest confraternities in Florence; were 
citywide operations, with membership and chief officers drawn from the four official quarters of 
Florence; and performed quasi-public charitable or social welfare functions, inextricable then from the 
religious devotions of members on behalf of their own souls. No doubt socializing and prestige 
entered into membership as well, of course; the sixteenth-century Florentine historian Benedetto 
Varchi noted that some confraternities “are more concerned with entertaining themselves and others 
than divine cult”.21  Artworks and buildings promoted confraternities’ charitable work, devotional 
activities, individual members and civic status.

The first direct documentation of the Misericordia is a record of their acquisition in 1321 of the 
property facing San Giovanni where the confraternity’s audience hall and residence complex was 
built: the building that we see today, together with the attached loggia and oratory built later in the 
century.  Together they make up the small but historic Bigallo Museum.  

Inside are two works of Bernardo Daddi, one of which is outstanding in its evocation of fourteenth 
century Florence, and emblematic of the Misericordia as spiritual ideal and as city confraternity. 

The smaller work is a devotional triptych of the Madonna and Child enthroned with a small couple 
of adoring donors, surrounded by saints (most prominently John the Baptist and Nicholas of Bari), 
flanked by side panels depicting the nativity and the crucifixion with two scenes of the charities of 
Saint Nicholas devoted to children (of whom Nicholas is a patron saint -- known as Santa Claus more 
recently).  And indeed the Misericordia of Bernardo Daddi’s day does seem to have specialized in 
part in making provision for homeless children, orphans or abandoned by poor parents.  On the two 
panels seen when the triptych is closed are Saint Christopher bearing the Christ Child on his 
shoulders, in accordance with Christopher’s charitable legend and as patron saint of travelers; and 
Saint Martin as bishop, another saint legendary for charity.  It is uncertain whether the triptych has 
been in the Misericordia/Bigallo complex from the outset (it could have been donated subsequently), 
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but its subjects and iconography implying diverse works of charity or benevolence make the 
Misericordia a suitable and likely commission -- and an evocative placement.

The major work by Bernardo (or his workshop, which amounted to much the same thing in the 
fourteenth century), signed and dated 2 September 1342, was certainly done for the original 
Misericordia.  It is unique and even astonishing: a large fresco of a woman whose enveloping cloak 
rises above the city of Florence, flanked by tiers of her inhabitants, women on one side, men on the 
other, of diverse walks of life and social status, predominantly lay but also clerical. 22  This is a 
personification of mercy and charity as a woman, almost a type of Madonna -- it is often referred to 
misleadingly as “the Madonna of Misericordia”, or Madonna of Mercy -- yet clearly allegorical, a holy, 
pious personification of a spiritual ideal as a woman (the word misericordia is feminine in the Latin 
and Italian languages): and more than that, too.23  
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This allegory of mercy was made clear to all by prominent explanatory labeling painted into the 
fresco, as an identifying moniker on the figure’s head-covering.  This, it says, is “MISERICORDIA 
DOMINE”, the mercy of the Lord.  Misericordia, however, is a much more enveloping, active concept 
than the modern concept of “mercy” toward sinners: it connotes also benevolence, good works and 
charity, social welfare as well as piety. 

In large letters running on either side of Misericordia’s head is the introductory phrase to the passage 
from the sermon on the mount in the Gospel of Matthew where Christ proclaims the works of 
corporal mercy24: “Come, ye blessed of my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the 
foundation of the world”.  A popular rhyming mnemonic for the seven Christian works of mercy is 
painted in the space on either side of her shoulders; and, to more than make clear the meaning of the 
personification, those works are spelled out in large roundels as if embroidered on the lady 
Misericordia’s voluminous cloak, in Latin excerpts or paraphrases from Christ’s sermon on the mount, 
with small scenes illustrating each.  That is, the six works specified in the Biblical text -- feeding the 
hungry, providing drink to the thirsty, clothing the naked, housing the homeless, welcoming 
strangers, comforting the imprisoned -- plus a seventh universally considered to be part of the litany,  
piously burying the dead.  Four more, similar roundels as part of the same series quote or paraphrase 
other texts explicitly praising misericordia; of which the uppermost, central one serving like a large 
brooch to close the lady Misericordia’s cloak, to which her hands point, folded in reverence, quotes 
Psalm 32 (in the Latin Vulgate): “The earth is full of the misericordia [goodness, mercy] of the Lord”.  

This is a comprehensive image of the fourteenth century ideal of misericordia: of the corporal works 
of mercy, benevolence, of charity toward neighbours and fellow-citizens, motivated by and 
expressing love of God, doing his works as he commanded.  This was the ideal of the quasi-public 
confraternities, together with their lay devotions -- albeit, inevitably, in this world mixed with  
human interests and passions, with sociability and “networking” for influence and status. In practice, 
even the larger, citywide confraternities more or less specialized in certain forms of benevolence, as 
the Bigallo did with small hospitals, and more so over time; but William Levin assembles evidence 
that the Misericordia confraternity did indeed perform most of the diverse works of corporal mercy 
prescribed in the Bible and proclaimed in Bernardo Daddi’s Misericordia fresco.25

The tiers of men and women flanking the giant allegorical figure can be read as members of the 
confraternity venerating “misericordia domine”, or as members (male) and associate members 
(women): Levin cites fragmentary fourteenth century evidence that the confraternity encompassed 
both men and women, but somewhat more complete fifteenth century records that describe only 
men as full members.  There might also be a hint of this reading in the number of the venerating 
men and women, eighteen of each, modestly separated on either side (as would have been the case 
in church or piazza when listening to famous preachers), for a total of thirty-six which is exactly half 
the official number of seventy-two full confraternity members (not coincidentally the Biblical number 
of Jesus’ disciples).

Fittingly, the painting was on the end wall of the Misericordia confraternity’s audience hall; it 
probably loomed behind and above the seated confraternity leaders, framing, interpreting, elevating 
their deliberations and charitable actions, associating them with the monumental presence of 
“misericordia  domine”.
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However, the men and women frescoed here can be read also as Florentines more generally who may 
desire, deliver and deserve “misericordia domine”, who as an entire community, the entire city, were 
thought to benefit spiritually from the activities and devotions of the Misericordia.  If only men could 
be full confraternity members, why depict the confraternity in terms of men and women in equal 
numbers?  As well, the seventy-two official members were made up specifically of thirty priests and 
forty-two laymen: why then depict as clerics only three or perhaps four of the eighteen men?  Their 
dress is diverse, with no sense of common confraternity identity. The red robe of the most prominent 
single figure, while identified by Levin with the grab of a confraternity leader, could be worn by any 
wealthy and prominent citizen, and by university “doctors” medical and of philosophy.26 

The fresco seems deliberately to blend these confraternal and communal meanings, in order to evoke 
at one and the same time both the people of all Florence and the Misericordia confraternity 
members, to proclaim and elevate the confraternity’s civic identity and status.    

Indeed, Bernardo’s impressive fresco is best-known today for its portrayal of the city of Florence, 
defined and protected by Misericordia’s cloak, almost as if her cloak were Florence’s spiritual walls 
concurrent with the city’s material walls surrounding the painted city.  

This is the earliest surviving realistic (not essentially symbolic) depiction of Florence. It is Bernardo 
Daddi’s Florence of the 1340s.  One can make out all the monumental city  institutions: in the centre 
the black-and-white marble Baptistery of San Giovanni, silhouetted against the imposing bulk of the 
Palazzo della Signoria with its high tower, Orsanmichele tucked in between, with to the left the 
historic monastery of the Florentine Badia (marked out by its distinctive tall, marbled spire) and to 
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the right the unfinished facade of the new cathedral under construction (particularly interesting to 
historians of Florence) -- as indeed it was in 1342. Very likely one of the buildings in the foreground 
would have been recognized in Bernardo’s day as the Misericordia itself, if at an unfamiliar angle for 
us.  The men and women in the fresco are dressed in the garb of the 1340s.  The primary figure in 
red may well be both a confraternity and a civic leader, venerating the lady Misericordia while 
presenting the city to her and her to the city -- and the city and its citizens to themselves, since 
originally, and for centuries, the Misericordia fresco was visible through a wide open doorway to all 
passersby, to all Florentines.  

In its own fashion, then, Bernardo Daddi’s Misericordia fresco is one of the preeminent surviving 
paintings of civic Florence.  This personification of “misericordia domine” evokes explicitly the 
benevolent charity of the Lord and implicitly the charitable spirit inspiring, and the works of charity 
or mercy performed by, the Misericordia confraternity and its members for their city of Florence, on 
behalf of their fellow-citizens in this world as well as for Florentines’ and Misericordia members’ 
aspirations for salvation in the anticipated and feared world after death.  It proclaims -- advertises, if 
you will -- the civic image of their city, themselves, their God’s word and their deeds, that the 
prominent citizens of the Misericordia confraternity wished to believe and to convey: “civic 
Christianity”, in David Herlihy’s phrase.27

                                                                           ✠

Another work by Bernardo Daddi is so evocative of this attitude and of Florentine confraternal  
activities that it demands inclusion here -- a haunting work, almost literally -- even though it is no 
longer in Florence itself: the double-sided painted processional cross (croce astile) of the Poldi Pezzoli 
Museum in Milan.  
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Just recently28 it has been argued that this cross was used by the well-known Florentine confraternity 
of the “Neri”, so-called from the black robes and hoods they wore when accompanying prisoners 
condemned to death from their place of judgement and imprisonment, most often the Palazzo del 
Podestà or Bargello (still immensely impressive as the national museum of sculpture) to their place of 
execution, usually gallows at the Croce al Tempio just outside the eastern city walls.  There stood the 
crossroads tabernacle from which the confraternity took its proper name as the Compagnia di Santa 
Maria della Croce al Tempio.  Their functions were charitable, in the understanding of the day: 
“there is the  memorable company of the Tempio called de’ Neri”, recorded Benedetto Varchi in the 
sixteenth-century, “the members of which feel a moral obligation towards someone condemned to 
death, go to comfort him all [his last] night, and on the day accompany him, whipping themselves [in 
a show of penitence] and holding the devotional image in front of his eyes, continuously comforting 
him, and recommending his soul until the last moment.”29  

The Bernardo Daddi cross displays on each side the crucifixion: on one side with a skeletal figure or 
corpse below in a black tunic reminiscent of the garb of prisoners condemned to death, with 
corresponding above a Christ holding the banner of resurrection after death; on the other side with 
three saints martyred by judicial beheading (Paul, John the Baptist, and James the Greater) and two 
prominent Dominican saints (Thomas Aquinas and Peter Martyr who was also murdered by the 
sword).  Even if not commissioned by the Neri, who may not yet have been officially constituted 
before Bernardo’s death, the cross surely was made and used for their haunting confraternal purpose.

                                                                           ✠

Of course Bernardo Daddi did not work only for the main civic and lay institutions such as 
confraternities, with mixed secular and religious functions, and the Signoria.  His first signed and 
dated altarpiece (1328), a substantial triptych of the Madonna with Saints Matthew and Nicholas, 
came to the Uffizi Gallery from the church of Ognissanti (All Saints).  Perhaps his last work was a 
majestic polyptych altarpiece dated 1348 of the Crucifixion flanked by eight large saints for the 
Florentine district church of San Giorgio a Ruballa, now in the Courtauld Institute.

Bernardo seems to have been associated with the great Dominican church of Santa Maria Novella, 
following upon Giotto (whose magnificent grand crucifix hangs again in its original location above the 
central nave) and Duccio (whose huge Maestà, or Madonna enthroned, made for a confraternity’s 
chapel in Santa Maria Novella, now hangs in the Uffizi alongside Cimabue’s and Giotto’s), and 
preceding Masaccio (whose revolutionary Trinity fresco faces all entering the church by its usual 
door).

For Santa Maria Novella’s Dominicans and, no doubt, their wealthy patrons, Bernardo made three 
altarpieces. 30  Unfortunately only one remains there, not in its original position.  That one is a 
polyptych altarpiece dated 1344 of the Madonna and Child flanked by four large saints, which may 
well have been made for the altar of the Holy Sacrament attached to the famous so-called “Spanish 
Chapel” (Capella degli Spagnoli: in fact the chapter house for the Santa Maria Novella Dominicans, 
central to their lives).  It is conceivable that there was some civic aspect to the altarpiece, since the 
central pairing of saints is John the Evangelist and John the Baptist, paired not infrequently in 
Florence, together with Saint Peter (Santa Maria Novella took pride in its close links to the “see of 
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Saint Peter”) and Saint Matthew (patron saint of the Florentine bankers guild).  Today, however, it is 
displayed in the former refectory of the friars, the Museo di Santa Maria Novella .  

Bernardo also made for Santa Maria Novella a large and splendid polyptych altarpiece of the 
Coronation of Mary by Christ, flanked by a heavenly host of saints and angels.  Probably made late in 
Bernardo’s career for an altar dedicated to the Coronation at the rood screen (tramezzo) of the 
church, it is now in the Accademia Gallery.  Another Bernardo Daddi altarpiece, featuring Dominican 
saints, used also to be in the tramezzo area, but is known only from written records and dispersed 
panels from the predella.

However, the great Franciscan church of Santa Croce houses still a unique and large work by 
Bernardo Daddi, or rather a small complex of his work: a chapel entirely frescoed by Bernardo and his 
workshop, likely the only one he did in a career almost entirely devoted to panel paintings.  It is the 
chapel of the Pulci family, a wealthy magnate family (of whom one member was assigned by Dante to 
Hell and another wrote a famous and somewhat scandalous epic poem dedicated to the mother of 
Lorenzo de’ Medici “the Magnificent”).31   

The chapel, dedicated to Saints Stephen and Lawrence and probably frescoed 
about 1330, is one of the row of apse chapels in Santa Croce, fourth to our 
left as we face the central Capella Maggiore.32 Two large scenes face each 
other across the rectangular space, of the martyrdoms of the two saints, both 
deacons, who were often paired as two early martyrs.   Locally, the first and 
former cathedral of Florence was San Lorenzo, later rebuilt by Brunelleschi 
under Medici patronage, and San Stefano was the patron saint of the 
powerful Lana guild of wool merchants.   Standing figures of the two saints 
are frescoed also on the window wall of the chapel.

In addition, the stained glass window lighting the chapel, with its six saints 
and medallion of the crucifixion, may well have been designed by Bernardo 
Daddi, although opinions differ, just as other chapels of the period not 
infrequently had their frescoes and windows made by the same artistic team.  
The window saints include Stephen and Lawrence, of course, and four others 
that may relate to the original patrons. 33 The whole, then, evokes the 
atmosphere of privately patronized chapels of the Florentine elites of the fourteenth century, 
although ownership later passed from the Pulci to the Beraldi (hence today it is referred to as the 
Pulci-Beraldi chapel) and its altarpiece now is a large sixteenth century terracotta by Giovanni della 
Robbia.

                                                                      ✠
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However, Bernardo should be associated even more with the single greatest civic monument in 
Florence, the cathedral itself.  

In Bernardo’s lifetime, the old cathedral church of Santa Reparata facing the baptistery of San 
Giovanni and the Misericordia was slowly being enveloped by the far grander facade and walls of the 
new Cathedral of Santa Maria del Fiore, begun in 129634, which was to culminate in Brunelleschi’s 
enormous cupola almost a century after Bernardo’s Daddi’s death.  Bernardo as a child could have 
seen the foundation ceremony for the new cathedral, as a youth would have watched Arnolfo di 
Cambio’s ornate marble facade rise and the beginning of the side walls, later as well the separate 
bell-tower, so-called Giotto’s campanile from the famous successor to Arnolfo as director of cathedral 
works; he would have lived with disruption to the city centre from the digging of the new cathedral  
foundations round the old Santa Reparata and the noise, dust and busy confusion of intermittent but 
seemingly endless construction.35

This old-and-new cathedral was another centre for Bernardo Daddi’s work.  And it was indeed a civic 
enterprise.  The new cathedral was founded by civic declaration; funded by city taxes; planned 
according to civic decisions -- “for the honour and praise of God and the blessed Virgin Mary, and 
the honour of the commune and people of Florence, and the beauty of the city of Florence”; “for the 
honour and reverence of our Lord Jesus Christ and the blessed Virgin Mary his mother and the virgin 
Saint Reparata, and for the honour and splendour of the city and people of Florence”; “for the praise 
of omnipotent God, the splendour and beauty of the church of Florence, and the honour of the 
commune”.36  The endeavour was directed by a board of prominent laypersons  acting on behalf of 
the city, especially from 1331 when the powerful Lana or wool-merchants’ guild was assigned sole 
responsibility through its cathedral works committee, the Opera del Duomo. 

John Najemy even makes the case that “the cathedral project emerged in the context of the 
complex struggle between elite and popolo [the guilds-based citizens] in 1293-95”. “Behind the early 
history of Florence’s new cathedral lay a political effort not only to transform the city’s ecclesiastical 
center, but also to establish communal and guild control over the local and territorial church, to 
remove the suffocating patronage of the magnates, and to circumscribe the authority of the bishops 
and Cathedral canons who, in the eyes, of the popolo that promoted this program, had always been 
too close to the city’s elite families”.  So, “when the commune entrusted the Wool guild with 
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supervision over the cathedral works in 1331 and resumed regular funding from the communal 
treasury, it reasserted civic and public control of at least the material aspects of Florence’s 
ecclesiastical establishment.”37

To understand Bernardo Daddi’s part, look first inside the giant 
cathedral.  Until fairly recently, on a pilaster of the internal facade could 
be seen Bernardo’s tall rectangular panel of Saint Catherine of 
Alexandria with a diminutive kneeling donor. This is one of the sparse  
survivors of the plentiful, colourful, even confusing plethora of paintings 
that peppered the old cathedral church of Santa Reparata’s walls and 
nave columns.  Its shape probably reflects placement on one or other of 
the church’s powerful column pillars or wall pilasters, angled as they are 
rather than strictly round.  Perhaps the best remaining instance is the 
later fourteenth-century panel of Saint Zenobius (Florence’s legendary 
first bishop) on the first north column of 
the nave.  

There are a few others still in the 
cathedral, and a few more are seen to 
advantage in the superb cathedral 
museum, housed still in the original Opera 
(works) buildings where so many great 
sculptures were made, opposite the 
m o u n t a i n o u s a p s e s u p p o r t i n g 
Brunelleschi’s cupola.  Among them are 
the Saint Catherine panel, and a larger, 
innovative, somewhat mysterious panel by 

Bernardo of a Madonna who is positioned as 
if reaching out of a a simple tabernacle, like picture frame or a window, flanked by Saints Catherine 
and Zenobius. Mary is here without her Child, unusually, and may be pregnant with Him (a Madonna 
del Parto); two donor figures  are both women, accompanied by a third, smaller male figure holding a 
tall candle (a frequent donation); wording visible in the book Mary holds refers to a miraculous 
Madonna of Bagnuolo -- perhaps a Madonna to whom women especially prayed for children.  She 
reaches out, gestures movingly downward at the primary donor, while Saint Zenobius subtly gestures 
toward the smaller male.  The panel might have been in the cathedral as an ex voto in thanks for a 
successful pregnancy; the primary woman patron, dressed in black, could be an older widow, the 
secondary, younger woman patron perhaps her daughter, the smaller male perhaps a son and heir; 
they may have been associated with the confraternity of San Zenobius which met at the cathedral. 
Certainly Bernardo's composition for this Madonna enjoyed success, since at least two copies exist 
today (albeit with different saints and different inscriptions).38

But we do not know for whom most of the displaced panels were made nor where they stood in the 
cathedral.  So why should we look for Bernardo Daddi here?

Because two of Bernardo Daddi’s grandest works, which must have been very well-known and of 
which he must have been immensely proud, were commissioned by the Opera di Santa Maria del 
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Fiore, the lay cathedral works committee, and stood prominently at the most important, most visible 
locations in the old cathedral, as the new walls then higher vaults rose around it: they were a majestic 
high altarpiece polyptych and a monumental painted cross. For nearly a century they manifested the 
civic objectives, both religious and secular, set for the new cathedral from its outset, in its communal 
dedicatory phrases.  Yet these two works have only recently been rediscovered and recognized: they 
deserve to be much better and more widely known.

Bernardo’s grand high altarpiece for the cathedral was a polyptych of some fifty large and small 
panels within an elaborate carpentered and gilt framework.39 The central panel was a Madonna and 
Child: the Child reaches for and almost grasps lilies held by His mother, while a vase of lilies and roses 
stands in front -- Santa Maria “del Fiore”, of the flower, the flower who was Christ himself but also, 
punningly, Florence the city of flowers (florentia) and specifically its heraldic lily, emblematic of the 
Madonna too. The Madonna and Child are flanked by six large saints each framed in their own gilt 
panel. Saints John the Evangelist and John the Baptist are paired on the Madonna’s right and left, 
respectively; not uncommonly in Florence, with civic resonance.  The outermost saints, framing the 
whole, are Saint Zenobius, equally honoured by the Florentine church and civic leaders, and Saint 
Reparata, namesake of the old cathedral, popularly beloved of Florentines who commonly referred to 
the new cathedral as “Santa Liperata” for many decades40.  The middle saints are Saint Miniato, 
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often paired with Reparata as the city’s two early martyr saints, but perhaps with a more secular, 
princely, warrior resonance, and (traditionally) Saint Pancrazio.  

Unusually and very significantly, the altarpiece possessed a double predella (perhaps for the first 
time): two rows of panels, the lower one representing the life of Saint Reparata, titular of the old 
cathedral, and the upper one representing the life of the Virgin Mary, titular of the new cathedral.  
The complex whole would have been some four metres wide and almost as high.41

[“Santa Maria del Fiore Polyptych (reconstruction; from Offner-Boskovits 1989, modified)”; 
from Stefano Casu, The Pittas Collection: Early Italian Paintings (1200-1530), Mandragora 2011, p. 44]
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The monumental cross which hung 
high above the cathedral nave -- in 
the middle of the church, “crux de 
medio ecclesiae”42 -- is notably grand, 
larger even than Cimabue’s famous 
cross in Santa Croce: almost five 
metres tall by over four metres wide.  
It presents the traditional imagery of 
Christ crucified, with the Virgin Mary 
and Saint John Evangelist mourning 
His death in the arms of the cross, and 
the pelican emblematic of divine love 
and sacrifice (pelicans legendarily 
wounded their own breasts to feed 
their young on their own blood).   

Some idea of their impact in the old-
and-new cathedral may be seen and 
felt in Santa Croce, Florence’s great 
Franciscan basilica, where a later 
fourteenth century high altarpiece 
polyptych stands under a monumental 
suspended cross, too; and in Santa 
Maria Novella with Giotto’s grand 

cross restored to its proper place.
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Ironically, perhaps, many paintings were displaced, moved out of the cathedral or even sold in the 
early twentieth century, having otherwise survived so long, as part of unduly purist renovations.  
What may be more surprising to us today is that the largest and most prominent, historic paintings 
were mostly sold off by the cathedral governors in the mid-fifteenth century: including the 
cathedral’s ornate, complex high altarpiece polyptych and the monumental painted cross.

Until then, Bernardo’s altarpiece and cross not only served admirably their religious purposes but also 
majestically completed the old cathedral’s vista: in Santa Reparata’s surviving east apse and choir 
enclosure for some forty years while the gigantic new nave rose around and above, then for another 
fifty years and more on an altar at the closed east end of the nave, while the great apse tribunes and 
cupola were under construction. That vista was finally opened up, the protecting wall pulled down, 
in 1433 although the high altar remained toward the east end of the nave until construction of the 
cupola was completed in 1436. A new Brunelleschi-designed high altar was put in place, centred 
under the cupola, for the famously splendid dedication ceremonies March 25, 1436, presided over by 
Pope Eugenius IV (then in residence in Florence, chased form an unruly Rome).  A new, low-walled 
choir was built, “open to view” so to speak, with an altar but without altarpiece, that preserved the 
new cathedral’s sweeping visibility. 43 

Those cathedral governors who sold off Bernardo’s great panels were not vandals or simplistic 
enthusiasts for stylistic novelty.  While there may have been some sense that Bernardo’s altarpiece 
was a trifle old-fashioned or over-ornate for the times, they acted primarily from a belief that 
Bernardo’s grand works of art no longer suited the spaces and practical functioning of Florence’s 
magnificent new cathedral.  

Liturgically, it may be that evolving humanist religious thinking, with its fondness for early Christian 
church fathers and greater simplicity, preferred an altar only with the most essential liturgical 
furnishings, without an altarpiece; perhaps allowing too for the possibility of mass being said in the 
antique mode with the presiding priest facing the congregation across the altar.  (The humanist 
Aeneas Sylvius Piccolomini, as Pope Pius II, also specified a high altar without altarpiece for his new 
cathedral in Pienza in 1462, where he emphasized visibility, clarity and light; in this context, he felt it 
necessary to prescribe his preference for the tradition of the celebrating priest facing the altar, back 
to the congregation, which suggests the antique alternative was a possibility.44)

Architecturally, the planners of the Florence cathedral had consistently emphasized the objective of 
visibility throughout the length of Florence’s cathedral, from its west entrances to the east end 
tribune, to and across the anticipated choir and high altar to be positioned centrally under the great 
cupola. For instance, they directed Brunelleschi to reduce the height of his first design for a new 
choir, specifically to achieve better visibility.45 Probably the Opera came to the view that Bernardo’s 
majestic altarpiece, and apparently the cross as well, would interrupt the cathedral’s interior visibility 
and could impede its liturgical activities in their new setting.  

Moreover, even Bernardo’s monumental works may have seemed diminished by the cathedral’s vast 
new spaces (until the new Saint Peter’s in Rome was completed some two centuries later, Santa 
Maria del Fiore was the largest church in Christendom), and by the spectacular program of stained 
glass windows around the tribunes and the cupola (under-appreciated today but masterpieces of 
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fifteenth century artistic collaboration between great masters such as Ghiberti, Donatello and Uccello 
and expert glassworkers).  

At the same time, ironically, the altarpiece was too large: too large, that is, to take a new place   
within the cathedral but on an altar in one of the fifteen magnificent chapels -- an option the Opera 
considered and seems to have preferred to selling it.46  By way of comparison, the older, smaller pala 
by Giotto and his workshop which had probably been the newly-founded cathedral’s original 
altarpiece, made in the very early years of the fourteenth century, remained with the cathedral and 
still serves as an altarpiece in one of the chapels.

Thus it was that once the cupola was finally completed, with its new altar and surrounding choir 
enclosure the intended centre for high mass, the canons’ liturgical offices, and civic ceremonies, the 
Opera of Santa Maria del Fiore concluded that there was no longer a fitting place for the majestic 
altarpiece, and the suspended cross.47 

Still, the decision must not have been an easy one.  The Opera governors only took that decision in 
1442, six years after the spectacular dedication ceremonies when the new high altar was consecrated, 
and three years after its complete setting, the new choir enclosure, was finished: a delay strongly 
suggesting reluctance and debate over the fate of Bernardo’s altarpiece.  Interestingly, the 1435 
instructions to Brunelleschi for constructing the new high altar specified that it was to be 7 braccia 
wide (about 4 metres), very close to the size of Bernardo’s altarpiece -- which  may suggest at least 
an unresolved debate over whether or not to place the old altarpiece upon the new high altar under 
the cupola and in the anticipated new choir.48  Perhaps Bernardo’s altarpiece was indeed assessed in 
place on the new altar; is it even conceivable that it was there for the official dedication of the 
cathedral, as its farewell appearance so to speak?

In any event, the cathedral’s high altarpiece was sold on, and presumably the monumental cross (if 
that had not already been sold), to others who would maintain and continue to use them for their 
proper liturgical purposes. In time, their origins were forgotten, their condition deteriorated, they 
ended up as museum pieces. 

Bernardo’s altarpiece went to the church of San Pancrazio, and became known as the San Pancrazio 
polyptych. Ultimately it was dismantled, lost its ornate frame, its second predella and many of its 
secondary painted elements.  Today the Uffizi Gallery owns thirty-two of the panels, including all the 
main saints and all but one of the Mary predella panels. The partially reassembled polyptych is 
displayed on a flat, neutral ground in a corner room of fourteenth century Florentine art, mostly 
neglected by visitors in favour of more famous neighbours. It was only recognized as the former  
cathedral altarpiece in the 1990s.49  

The travels of the monumental cross are unknown until it was acquired by the antiquarian art dealer 
Stefano Bardini, who donated his collection, in his palazzo, to the city of Florence as the Museo 
Bardini.  The cross too had been somewhat diminished, losing its terminals although, in a typical ploy 
of his day, Bardini skillfully replaced them with contemporary pieces from another cross.  In its turn,  
the grand cross was only recognized in 2011 as the lost cathedral “crux de medio ecclesiae”.
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Now that we know what they were, however, and see them for what they are, would it not be 
fitting if Bernardo Daddi’s great altarpiece and monumental cross could return somehow to Santa 
Maria del Fiore?  That is, to the expanding cathedral Museum of the Opera of Santa Maria del Fiore.  
At least for a special exhibition.... Indeed, surely the endless riches of the Uffizi would not be sensibly 
diminished by the permanent loan of what is for the Uffizi a relatively minor and incomplete work to 
its most suitable possible home, a return home, of Bernardo Daddi’s majestic altarpiece. Perhaps 
these great works, works of Florentine civic pride and civic piety as much as they are works of art, 
could at long last be seen again for what they truly are, and Bernardo Daddi more widely recognized.

                                                                    ✠

There is a Via Bernardo Daddi in Florence today, albeit a somewhat nondescript modern residential 
street outside the walls of the old city to the south, in a little suburb of streets commemorating 
artists.  Bernardo here is paralleled by Coppo di Marcovaldo (painter of the thirteenth century, 
predecessor to Giotto) and Filarete (sculptor and architect of the fifteenth century, following 
Brunelleschi).  Fitting, perhaps, if just a little sad.  Better to search out Bernardo Daddi in his civic 
Florence of the fourteenth century, in the spaces which still today house his works.
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IMAGES and CREDITS:

All images are from Wikimedia, in the public domain, except for:

P. 16, Santa Maria del Fiore Polyptych (reconstruction; from Offner-Boskovits 1989, modified): from  
from Stefano Casu, The Pittas Collection: Early Italian Paintings (1200-1530), Mandragora 2011

P. 12, detail of Santa Croce chapels, from footnotesfromhistory.blogspot.ca 

P. 17, image of cross hanging in Santa Maria Novella, from firenze-online.com 

Amongst the Wikimedia images, acknowledgement is due to:

P. 2, image of Orsanmichele interior, to Wikimedia by Sailko

P. 6, image of the Bigallo, to Wikimedia by Iaileen

P. 17, image of high altar and cross in Santa Croce, to Wikimedia by Radomil

I hope I have sufficiently recognized in the footnotes my debt to other writers and scholars of 
Bernardo Daddi and Florence: my thanks to them all.
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FOOTNOTES:
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1 My purpose in this little article is enjoyment, my own and I hope others’, of Florence, art and history. I do not 
purport to break important scholarly ground in studies of Bernardo Daddi or fourteenth century Florentine art, 
although I do advance some interpretations and suggestions.     

The locus classicus on Bernardo Daddi remains (as its title suggests, an admirable  work by and for experts) 
Offner-Boskovits: Richard Offner, A Critical and Historical Corpus of Florentine Painting. Section III. The 
Fourteenth Century. III. The Works of Bernardo Daddi, new edition with additional material, notes and 
bibliography by Miklos Boskovits, Florence, 1989; together with the same authors’ related  books in the same 
Corpus of Florentine Painting on Bernardo Daddi, His Shop and Following (1991), and Bernardo Daddi and His 
Circle (2001), .  Other short books or journal articles address specific works, often admirably: they are cited 
below, in context.  

2 On the panel of the Madonna and Child with Angels and Saints in the Uffizi: “NOMINE BERNARDUS DE 
FLORENTIA PINXIT HOC OPUS”, dated 1334.

3 The Arte dei Medici e degli Speziali: painters were associated with speziali -- apothecaries and (literally) spice-
dealers -- because ingredients for their colours were mixed and sold by speziali.   Bernardo’s  altarpiece is now 
in the Accademia Gallery: http://www.polomuseale.firenze.it/catalogo/default.asp .  

4 John Henderson’s Piety and Charity in Late Medieval Florence (University of Chicago, 1994) involves a 
fascinating analysis of Orsanmichele in its social context; also see Ronald Weissman, Ritual Brotherhood in 
Renaissance Florence (Academic Press, 1982).  A superb work on Orsanmichele itself, above all its architectural 
history and art, is by Diane Finiello Zervas for the art publisher Franco Cosimo Panini:  Diane Finiello Zervas 
(ed), Orsanmichele in Florence (2 volumes, Franco Cosimo Panini/Mirabilia Italiae, 1996).   Also on Bernardo’s 
Madonna, see Licia Bertani and M. Vervat, La Madonna di Bernardo Daddi negli “Horti” di San Michele (Sillabe, 
2000).  On the tabernacle, Gert Kreytenberg, Orcagna’s Tabernacle in Orsanmichele, Florence (Abrams, 1994).   
Very useful photos can be found at http://www.museumsinflorence.com/musei/orsanmichele.html .

5  Henderson, p. 209 

6 Quoted in Henderson, p. 198; see also p. 177.

7 Henderson p. 323 

8 Henderson pp. 202-04

9 Henderson, p.204

10 They do so still every July 26, Saint Anne’s day.

11 Henderson, p. 344, citing also Finiello Zervas’s then-forthcoming volumes on Orsanmichele.

12 Quoted in Henderson, p. 219.

13 Gregorio Dati in the 1420s, quoted by Henderson p. 236.  

14 Corella’s Theotokon quoted in Creighton Gilbert, Italian Art 1400-1500: Sources and Documents 
(Northwestern, 1992), p. 149.

http://www.polomuseale.firenze.it/catalogo/default.asp
http://www.polomuseale.firenze.it/catalogo/default.asp
http://www.museumsinflorence.com/musei/orsanmichele.html
http://www.museumsinflorence.com/musei/orsanmichele.html
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15 “The term signori refers to the priori of the guilds and the gonfaloniere di giustizia. There are eight priori, 
two from each district [quartieri of the city], and one standard bearer of justice, elected in turn from one of the 
four districts....The standard-bearer is the head of the priori and walks in front of them”: Gregorio (Goro) Dati, 
merchant and high office-holder himself, describing the Florentine system of government in his History (Istoria  
di Firenze) written about 1410, quoted at length in Stefan Baldasari and Arielle Saiber, Images of Quattrocento 
Florence: Selected Writings in Literature, History and Art (Yale, 2000), p. 46.

16 Nicolai Rubinstein, The Palazzo Vecchio 1298-1532: Government, Architecture, and Imagery in the Civic Palace of 
the Florentine Republic (Clarendon Oxford, 1995), p.49

17 The fundamental work on “the myth of Florence” is Donald Weinstein, Savonarola and Florence: Prophecy 
and Patriotism in the Renaissance (Princeton, 1970), especially  -- but not only -- Chapter I.

18  On the Misericordia and the Bigallo: especially on the building history, Howard Saalman, The Bigallo: The 
Oratory and Residence of the Compagnia del Bigallo e della Misericordia in Florence (New York University, 1969); 
especially on Bernardo Daddi’s fresco, William R. Levin, The ‘Allegory of Mercy’ at the Misericordia in Florence: 
Historiography, Context, Iconography, and the Documentation of Confraternal Charity in the Trecento (University 
Press of America, 2004).  There are various publications on the Misericordia confraternity, such as Atti del 750° 
Anniversario ella Misericordia di Firenze 1244-1994 (Coppini, 1994); Levin also includes a good bibliography.  Very 
useful photos and transcription of texts can be found at http://www.umilta.net/bigallo.html .

19 Although documented references to the Misericordia transporting the sick “only” date from 1498, a 
founding legend recounts carrying the infirm to hospitals and “scattered pieces of archival information point in 
this same direction”:  Levin, p. 73 and footnote p. 155.

20 The amalgamation was forced upon the Misericordia in 1425 by well-placed members of the apparently 
fiscally-troubled Bigallo. The Misericordia ultimately broke away to regain its independence, in 1490, but its 
original headquarters remained with the Bigallo.  The original hospital of the Bigallo can be visited, having  
recently been restored and somewhat modernized as a simple conference centre and hostelry:
 http://www.anticospedalebigallo.it/ 

21 Henderson, p. 3.

22 I would say “citizens” rather than “inhabitants” except that in fourteenth century Florence citizenship 
referred to eligibility for participation in city governance; while this citizenship was relatively widely -- for the 
times -- distributed, still it was limited to adult male members of the twenty-one major and minor merchant 
and craft guilds.  Women were excluded, as well of course as children and youth, as were “lower class” male 
labourers -- especially of the large wool industry driving the Florentine economy, the ciompi (clog-wearers) 
who revolted in 1378 to demand their own guilds, with brief success.   Equivalent to the language of class, for 
Florentines, were the more visual, specific terms popolo grosso (the fat people) and popolo minuto (the thin 
people), although politically speaking the ciompi were not even popolo until they had their own guilds.

23 Levin makes this case well; and cites others who refer to the figure more traditionally as a “Madonna”.

24 Gospel of Matthew: 25

25 See Levin Chapter Six, and its footnotes.

26 Similar robes are worn not only by an officer of the confraternity in a late fourteenth century fresco, but also 
in paintings of Dante, Petrarch, Leonardo Bruni, by the patron in Masaccio’s Santa Maria Novella Trinity, and 
more.

http://www.umilta.net/bigallo.html
http://www.umilta.net/bigallo.html
http://www.anticospedalebigallo.it
http://www.anticospedalebigallo.it
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27 Quoted in Levin, p. 29

28 Marco Ciatti (ed), La Croce di Bernardo Datti del Museo Poldi Pezzoli. Ricerche e conservazione (Edifir, 2005), 
especially the essay within the book by Andrea Di Lorenzo.  The cross’s Dominican saints make me wonder if 
it were originally made for a group associated with Santa Maria Novella, as were more than a few early 
confraternities, perhaps a predecessor of the Neri or one whose functions were passed to the them.

29 Quoted in Henderson,  p. 3.

30  An excellent source is Angelo Tartufferi, Bernardo Daddi: L’Incoronazione di Santa Maria Novella (Sillabe, 
2000).

31 On the Pulci, a good, handy source is http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/
pulci_res-005910d0-87f0-11dc-8e9d-0016357eee51_(Enciclopedia-Dantesca)/  .

32 See the online catalogue of the Florentine museums:  http://www.polomuseale.firenze.it/catalogo/ .  There is 
also a projected brochure or short guide I have not yet seen to Bernardo Daddi’s frescoes in the  Pulci-Beraldi 
Chapel, by the Opera di Santa Croce in its series Biblia Pauperum on the church’s several fascinating fresco 
cycles: http://www.santacroceopera.it/it/Produzioni_BibliaPauperum.aspx 

33  Interestingly (to me at least !), the design of a rare surviving embroidered fourteenth century altar frontal or 
antependium is also ascribed to Bernardo Daddi: made by embroiderer Geri Lapi (Geri Lapi Rachamatore Me 
fecit in Florentia), its design was attributed to Bernardo by Salmi.  The antependium was brought to Santa 
Maria at Manresa in Catalonia by the merchant Raimondo de Ares, it is first recorded in his will of 1357.  I 
came across this reference in David Van Fossen, “A Fourteenth-Century Embroidered Antependium”, The Art 
Bulletin, vol. 50, No. 2 (June 1968), pp. 141-152; although the Manresa antependium is not the main subject of 
the article, it provides references.

34 Or 1295, or even 1298, but at any rate on September 8: John Najemy makes a good case for Villani’s account 
referring to 1295; the two main records, Villani and a later but somewhat ambiguous plaque, seem to differ: 
Najemy, “The beginnings of Florence Cathedral: A political interpretation” (notably page 187), in Arnolfo’s 
Moment, ed. David Friedman, Julian Gardner, Margaret Haines (Olschki, 2007).

35  There are many books and articles on the history of the Florence cathedral.  Invaluable are the many papers 
included in Timothy Verdon (ed), Alla Riscoperta di Piazza del Duomo in Firenze (Centro Di,  7 volumes, 
1992-1998), and Timothy Verdon (ed),  Atti dei convegni del Settimo Centenario di Santa Maria del Fiore (Edifir, 5 
volumes, 2000).

36 Cesare Guasti, Santa Maria del Fiore : La costruzione della chiesa a del campanile (Ricci, 1887): the first quote is 
from document # 3, pp. 1-2, of March 1494; the second is repeated in three documents, of September and 
December 1294 and May 1495 (documents #6, 7, and 9, pp. 3-5); the third is from document #10  of 
December 1295, p. 7.  The translations are mine: mia colpa!

37 Najemy, pp. 188, 209 and 206.

38 See catalogue entry #6, pp. 42-45, by Byran Keene, in Christine Sciacca (ed), Florence at the Dawn of the 
Renaissance: Painting and Illumination 1300-1350 (Getty, 2012).  For the Madonna in the cathedral’s Opera del 
Duomo Museum, that is the Museo di Santa Maria del Fiore, see the excellent official guide The Opera del 
Duomo Museum in Florence (Mandragora, 2000; available in several languages). The tentative interpretation of 
the figures is my own.

http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/pulci_res-005910d0-87f0-11dc-8e9d-0016357eee51_(Enciclopedia-Dantesca)/
http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/pulci_res-005910d0-87f0-11dc-8e9d-0016357eee51_(Enciclopedia-Dantesca)/
http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/pulci_res-005910d0-87f0-11dc-8e9d-0016357eee51_(Enciclopedia-Dantesca)/
http://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/pulci_res-005910d0-87f0-11dc-8e9d-0016357eee51_(Enciclopedia-Dantesca)/
http://www.polomuseale.firenze.it/catalogo/
http://www.polomuseale.firenze.it/catalogo/
http://www.santacroceopera.it/it/Produzioni_BibliaPauperum.aspx
http://www.santacroceopera.it/it/Produzioni_BibliaPauperum.aspx
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39  On the altarpiece, see Irving Lavin, Santa Maria del Fiore: Il Duomo di Firenze e la Vergine incinta (Donizelli, 
1999), pp. 40-43 reporting  on unpublished work by Paula Spilner (1996); Anna Padoa Rizzo, “Bernardo di 
Stefano Rosselli, il ‘Polittico Rucellai’ et il Polittico di San Pancrazio di Bernardo Daddi”, Studi di storia dell’arte, 
IV, 1993, pp. 211-222; and Stefano Casu, The Pittas Collection: Early Italian Painting (1200-1530), Mandragora 
2011, pp. 40-45; all in addition to Offner-Boskovits.

40 “Santa Liperata” as written in Florentine dialect.  The cathedral officially entitled Santa Maria del Fiore was 
referred to as Santa Reparata not only in Florentine local parlance, but by writers as different as Pope Pius II, 
writing of his visit to Florence in 1459, and Francesco Albertini, writing in 1510 the first guidebook devoted 
entirely to Florence.  Albertini: quoted in Stefano Baldassarri and Arielle Saiber (eds), Images of Quattrocento 
Florence: Selected Writings in Literature, History and Art (Yale, 2000), p. 216 -- a first-rate collection.  A critical 
edition of Albertini has now been published by Waldemar H. de Boer, Memorial of Many Statues and Paintings 
in the Illustrious City of Florence by Francesco Albertini (1510): A booklet Devoted to Florentine Art (Centro Di, 
2010).  Pius II: the abridged edition of his fascinating memoirs, Florence Gragg (translation) and Leona Gabel 
(ed), Secret Memoirs of a Renaissance Pope (Folio Society edition, 1988), pp. 100 and 103.

41 My estimate -- not a precise reconstruction -- is based on the measured width of the individual main panels 
(available from the Uffizi catalogue or the Web Gallery of Art), and on images of the visual reconstructions in 
the Uffizi and in Casu (footnote #39), adapted from Offner-Boskovits, allowing for the necessary carpentry of 
the elaborate gilt framework.

42 For the cross, see Antonella Nesi and Ginevra Utari, La Croce di Bernardo Daddi, vicissitudini di un’ opera d’arte 
(Centro Di, 2011).

43  Eugenio Battista, Filippo Brunelleschi: the complete work (Rizzoli, 1981): for the removal of the partition, see 
Battista’s Chronology p. 334.  See also Christine Smith et al, Retrospection: Baccio Bandinelli and the Choir of 
Florence Cathedral (Harvard Graduate School of Design, 1997): Smith and her team developed a set of 
computer reconstructions of the cathedral’s choir as it evolved over the years, based on archival documents 
and more or less contemporary illustrations.  According to their analysis, most of the old Santa Reparata was 
“gradually demolished by 1362, to allow for the new vaulted nave of Sta. Maria del Fiore in 1365 and 1366”; 
however, “During the transition period of 1375 to 1380, the apse wall and choir screen of the old Sta. Reparata 
continued to define the high altar area.  By 1378 it was demolished to allow for the vaulting of the two 
remaining bays of the new nave.  The crossing piers were begun in 1377, and finished by 1379, allowing for a 
temporary wall to be built between them by 1380...On June 26, 1379, a new wooden choir was 
built....allowing for the entire nave to be in use for the next 56 years.”  They sensibly “presumed that in 1380 
the old altar of Sta. Reparata was reconsecrated in front of  the new wall, allowing the priest to face east, and 
allowing the use of the full nave while the remaining structure was built”.  Retrospection, pp. 41-42 (section by 
Reinerio Faife). 

44  Secret Memoirs of a Renaissance Pope, (footnote #40) p. 279.

45 Smith et al, Retrospection, pp. 48-49 (section by Christy Vera Collins with the collaboration of Eric Stark and 
Delphine Yip); and, as they cite, Giovanni Poggi, Il Duomo di Firenze: Documenti sulla decorazione e del 
campanile, tratti dall’Archivio del’Opera (Cassirer, 1909, reprinted by Medicea under the editorship of Margaret 
Haines, 1988), documents #1176 and #1182.  Retrospection also records that “On November 25. 1435, 
instructions were given to remove the choir [in preparation for the ceremonial dedication of the new 
cathedral, with its new high altar] and it was sold on February 28, 1437”: p. 42.
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46  Consideration of relocating the high altarpiece to one of the new chapels is clearly implied by the record of 
its ultimate sale, quoted in footnote #47 below.  The Santa Reparata polyptych measures less than two and a 
half metres wide by less than one metre high, compared to my estimate for Bernardo’s polyptych of some four 
metres in width and not much less in height (footnote #41 above).

47  Lavin quotes Pggi, 1988, a document pointed out by Margaret Haines: “Prefati operai actendentes qualiter 
tabula que olim tenebatur ad altare maius dicte ecclesie non est congrua neque conveniens in dicta ecclesia 
quia ubi erat est destructum et ubi esse debet altare maius non est confaciens et n capellis non est acta et quod 
magis utile est ipsam finire pro maiori quod potest et reperto quod Johannes Andree de Minerbettis ipsam 
desiderat habere quod in casu quo dederit et solverit de dicta tabula cum omnibus rebus dicte tabule 
pertinentibus lb. CC fp. solvendas hiis temporibus videlicet pro una medietate per totum mensem Ottobris 
proxime futuri”.
I am unaware of when exactly the cross was sold.

48  The size of the altar is noted in Retrospection, p. 49, referring to Poggi.  The new choir enclosure was 
constructed 1437-1439 (Retrospection, p. 47).

49 By Anna Padoa Rizzo and Paula Spilner, working independently: footnote #39 above.


